Immunological time-course of gadolinium-enhancing MRI lesions in patients with multiple sclerosis.
In multiple sclerosis (MS) gadolinium (Gd)-enhanced MRI activity correlates weakly with immunological markers of disease activity. We, therefore, tested the hypothesis that the poor correlation could be partly explained by the temporal profile of Gd enhancement. We measured urinary neopterin:creatinine ratios (neopt.:creat.(urine)) in 5 patients with active MS undergoing weekly Gd-enhanced MRI studies of the brain. The neopt.:creat.(urine) associated with new Gd-enhancing lesions (<8 days) was significantly higher than the ratio not associated with new Gd-enhancing lesions [mean(geometric) neopt.: creat.(urine) = 413 micromol/mol (range = 207-521) vs. 250 micromol/mol (range = 132-492), p = 0.03]. Pro-inflammatory immunological markers, which are probably produced early on in the life cycle of an active MS lesion, should preferably be correlated with newly enhancing lesions (<8 days). Failure to do this may explain the poor and unpredictable correlations between immunological markers and Gd-enhanced MRI activity, which cannot be accurately aged in cross-sectional and serial monthly MRI studies.